
Song Lyric Challenge
Look at the words of the song and 

challenge yourself to answer the 

questions.

Look For The Good –

Jason Mraz



Look For The Good
Chorus

Look for the good in everything

Look for the people who will set your soul free

It always seems impossible until it's done

Look for the good in everyone

People done gone crazy, people done gone mad

People done forgot the superpowers we all have

We were born to love, not hate

We can decide our fate

And look for the good in everyone

And celebrate all our mistakes

If there's a silver lining 

You still have to find it, find it, find it

Chorus

Everyone needs sunshine, everyone needs rain

Everyone is carrying around some kind of pain

I see who you are, you're just like me

I see you're searching for a purpose, guided by a dream

I see who you are, I'm just like you

I get lost sometimes and I forget what I came here to do

I keep on trying 

When it gets frightening

Chorus

Everyone is nature, everyone is God

Everyone is love and light and vibration

Look for the good, look for the good

Everyone gets mad sometimes and maybe they should

Look for the good

Look for the good

Yeah, look out for all the heroes in your neighbourhood

Look for the good

Look for the good

Life sure would be sweeter if everybody would

Chorus



Comprehension Challenge
Read the whole song first (or you can listen to it by copying this link) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2trTOe8YuX0

In the first verse, why do you think the singer feels that people across 

the world have gone crazy or mad in recent years? 

What sort of things have gone wrong in the world?

What superpowers do you think the singer feels that people have lost?

Which two lines in the first verse lead you to think that the singer feels 

that there is still hope?

What does ‘silver lining’ mean? Why do you think the singer repeats 

‘find it’ three times?

In verse 2, in what ways does the singer suggest that people are all the 

same? 

The verse ends with the words ‘I keep on trying 

when it gets frightening’, what Christian value does this make you 

think of? Why?

This song is about a year old but why do you think it has become 

popular during the time of lockdown?



Thinking

The third verse, asks people to ‘look out for 

all the heroes in your neighbourhood’.

Who do you think are the heroes in your 

neighbourhood?

If your family, friends or neighbours were 

asked the same question, do you think 

anyone would pick you? Why?

Do you think that everyone is a hero in 

some way?


